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About Us

Shandong Gold Group (hereinafter called “SD Gold Group”) is a large state-owned enterprise directly under

Shandong provincial government and also among China’s top 500 enterprises, with its gold output, resource

reserves, economic benefit, science and technology and talent advantage all at the front rank of the gold industry

around the country. It successively won the laurels such as National May First Labor Award and the Sixth China

Charity Award. In 2012, its gold output leapt to top one of gold industry in China, becoming the top one mineral

gold enterprise in the top one gold output country of the world. Meanwhile, SD Gold stock ranked the first of

“stocks with ten-times increase in ten years” in China, and ranked number 13 of gold enterprises all over the world

listed in Forbes List, obtaining unprecedented attention, radiant range and influences.

In recent years, SD Gold Group has been persisting in the development direction of group management and

marketization, and actively exploring the best way of structure adjustment, method transformation and

development promotion. Now it not only owns the perfect industry chain, the core technology which stands for the

advanced level of the industry and the highest-standard and biggest-scaled gold base in the industry, but also

has the ecological mines famous at home and abroad and remarkable resource reserves in the industry, realizing

the extraordinary leapfrog development.

Adhering to the resources as the core, SD Gold Group actively implements the strategy of internationalization,

realizing successful transformation of the mining industry from gold to non-ferrous metals, of resources from home

to abroad, and from real-estate tourism to tourism real estate. In China, keeping a foothold in Shandong province,

it steps rapidly towards the direction of large-scale, upsized, digitalized, ecological and low-carbon “big mine of

thousands of tons”, and is going to build up a world-level gold production base and the biggest and most

advanced gold refining base. Out of Shandong, it forms a big base mining development layout of “entering into

Qinghai and Shanxi in west, exploring towards Fujian and Hainan in south, expanding to Liaoning and Inner Mongolia

in north, and entrenched in Henan and Gansu at the center”, and is going to build up the biggest navajoite mine in

Asia, the biggest molybdenum mine in the country, a zinc smelting plant with the most sophisticated equipments in

the country, the biggest lead&zinc mine in Inner Mongolia, and the largest-scaled lead&zinc industry cluster with

the most complete chain. At abroad, it sets up a platform for overseas merger and acquisition and capital

operation, and speeds up the merger and acquisition projects in Mongolia, Canada, Brazil, South Africa, Australia

and Kazakhstan and so on. In addition, it is actively devoted to the tourism real-estate industry, and has

successfully developed a series of special tourism real estate projects, succeeding in launching the brand “Gold

Real-estate”.

With the rapid rising of its economy, SD Gold advocates “bring prosperity to the worker”, carries forward the Gold

culture, actively shoulders the social responsibility and participates in the programs for public good. It not only lets

the employees share the development achievements of the enterprise, but also influences, serves and returns the

society with its actual actions. The influence and reputation of SD Gold are growing with each passing day.
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SD Gold Group, with profound accumulation, will sincerely cooperate with the massive partners at home and

abroad for development in the future and tries its best to build a modern enterprise with international

competitiveness and influence.


